High-Performing Operating Teams in the Weinberg Operating Room: Internal Validity of the OR Observation Tool
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Background
It is a widely known concept that effective communication enables teams to be more successful. Leach et al. (2011) found that communication problems and human factors, such as fatigue and workload stressors, are also associated with adverse events in the operating room. High performing operating teams (HPOT) are desirable to meet best practices and patient outcomes. HPOT’s are considered a small group of providers with complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, performance goals and an approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable (Katzenback & Smith, 2007). HPOT’s are a valued asset to any operating service however at the Johns Hopkins Weinberg OR, consistent HPOT’s are not always available.

For this reason, we propose that once each staff member acquires the qualities of HPOT and learns how to implement the qualities, they will be able to exhibit high-performance regardless of there being a consistent service team.

The Teamwork and Communication OR Observation Tool was designed to evaluate and assess communication and efficiency among Surgical Teams of varying performance levels. Prior to collecting the data for the study, we had to assess internal validity of the newly developed tool. Internal validity of the tool was required to determine if the tool is measuring the qualities correctly, such as preparedness and communication.

Methods

Research Question:
Does the initiation of nurse-led pre-procedure briefings before each gynecological procedure and weekly structured debriefings for the gynecology staff lead to an increased level of teamwork?

Internal Validity of the OR Tool:
- Operating teams of varying performance levels were observed and evaluated by four different NCIII’s (OR experts) of varying educational backgrounds and the nursing student (Tool expert) at the same time, separately.
- Scores were then compared and analyzed at the end of the procedure. We determined if the tool is measuring the qualities correctly by comparing the two scores from the NCIII and tool expert.

Study Design:
Evaluate current teams using the OR Observation Tool. Surgical teams include Urology, Colorectal, and Gynecology. Once we gather our data, the next step includes implementing weekly structured debriefings and nurse-led pre-procedure briefings. We will then re-evaluate using the same OR Observation Tool to assess the effectiveness of our intervention.

Results
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Out of 10 internal validity observations, the Fuld Fellow and Nurse Clinical III scored the operating room teams in the same performance category all 10 times.

Conclusions
Nursing education and clinical experience between the NC III and Tool Expert differ greatly. However, internal validity was achieved by overall scores matching 10/10 times. The results were promising in ensuring internal validity by observers scoring the surgical team within same categories.

In Summary: Internal Validity of the OR Observation Tool was achieved. Future steps include collecting pre-intervention data and intervention implementation.

Future Directions

- Compare findings of the study to other services.
- Implement TeamSTEPPS.

TeamSTEPPS is an evidence based teamwork system that improves patient safety by increasing communication and teamwork skills among healthcare professionals through ready-to-use materials and a training curriculum.
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